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HAV-A-LOOK GARDENS

Esther of Hav-a-Look
A true type of Hybrid Decorative, nice high center formation, a very full flower that practically does not open, fine stems, flowers will average eight inches in diameter. A number of my customers report nine inch flowers the past summer.

This is the nearest to a true Cerise in coloring of any dahlia yet shown. The reverse is silvery and occasionally shows through the petals which slightly twist at the ends giving it a silver tip effect. A remarkable Dahlia every way. Stock very limited. One only to a customer. Price $1.00

Hav-a-Look Noontide
Another wonderful stemmed Decorative Dahlia of brightest orange-red, tinged and streaked with yellow. Averages seven and one-half inches—produced a number of nine inch flowers last season in the hands of my customers. Tall grower and great bloomer.

One bulb only to a customer. Price $3.00

These three Hav-a-look seedlings will be found to be a decided acquisition to the garden of any Dahlia Fancier.

Hav-a-Look Gem
Honorable Mention by Mass. Hort. Society, 1921. A creamy colored incurved hybrid, cactus type. The edges of the petals are vermillion shading to orange, and again to henna. Petals incurving, ball like with age. A very unique and alluring flower, is a pure pistilate, and has already proven to be a good producer of fancy flowers. Will be particularly valuable to amateurs and others who wish to raise seedlings. Not over two bulbs to a customer. Price $2.00

MY SURPRISE BOX
Offer of last season was so enthusiastically received by those who wish to obtain some nice flowers at a minimum outlay that I have decided on renewing the same for the coming year, viz.:
HAV-A-LOOK GARDENS

Big Surprise

Each year we raise a thousand or more Dahlias from our choicest seed. Of this number not more than fifty to seventy-five are saved for future trial. The balance are very beautiful and oftimes are better for cut flowers and decorative purposes than those reserved. In addition to these seedlings we lose the tags from more or less named varieties in handling and we have decided to offer all of these choice bulbs to our friends and customers this Spring in our "Surprise Box" of 12 Tubers, no two alike, for the extraordinary low price of $3.00 postpaid. Each box contains one bulb of a named variety that is cataloged at 75 cents or more. We believe this is absolutely the best Dahlia value ever offered by any grower. We want to get acquainted with you, as we are each year producing new varieties of Dahlias, and we feel sure you will want some or all of them after you grow our Surprise Box. Think of the fun you will have for a small outlay in guessing what they will be, and the pleasure you will derive from growing them.

The number of these Surprise Boxes will be limited, probably not over two hundred at most. So it will be first come, first served, and we reserve the right to refund the money to any whose orders shall be received after the allotment is sold.
In the Garden at Hav-a-Look